New On DVD & Blu-Ray
Legit Season One This outrageous new comedy stars Australian Jim Jefferies as
an edgy, foul-mouthed stand-up comic living in Los Angeles, struggling to make
his life and career more "legit." But every time Jim tries to do the right thing, his
good deeds turn into wildly inappropriate and utterly hilarious escapades.
Joined by his neurotic best friend and roommate, Steve, and Steve's
wheelchair-bound brother, Billy, Jim takes comedy to a whole new level, whether
it's visiting a Las Vegas brothel, partying with the mentally-challenged or trying
to pick up women at a gay bar. Fox
Thomas & Friends: Spills & Thrills The Island of Sodor is always bustling with
activity, yet when the engines try to be "Really Useful" they often find
themselves in some messy muddles. James tries to prove he's not afraid of the
dark, or too vain to haul smelly fish, but when he pulls the nighttime Kipper
Express he gets more than he bargained for. Stephen's need for speed and
Salty's need to impress sends them both into some sticky, slippery situations.
Hiro shows Diesel that nice engines do finish first and Sir Topham Hatt shows
you can't cry over spilled milk - twice. It's full steam ahead for Spills & Thrills on
Sodor. Featuring the episodes: Away from the Sea, The Smelly Kipper, No More
Mr Nice Engine, Gone Fishing, Thomas' Shortcut and The Afternoon Tea Express.
Lionsgate / Hit Entertainment
Digimon Data Squad Season 5 We pick up with our heroes and the challenges
faced by the members of D.A.T.S. (Digital Accident Tactics Squad), an
organization created to conceal the existence of the Digital World and Digimon
from the rest of mankind. A boy, Masuru, becomes friends with a stray Digimon,
Agumon, who escaped from and is wanted by D.A.T.S. Now fugitives on the run,
they encounter a matured stage Digimon, Kokatorimon, and a battle ensues.
Satsuma, a D.A.T.S. commander, witnesses the fight and recruits Masuru and
Agumon into the organization to help protect the human world from the
dangers of Digimon. Cinedigm
Barney: Story Time With Barney Once upon a time, Baby Bop, Ryan and Daniel
joined Barney on some storybook adventures! With the help of classic tales like
Pandora's Box, Sword in the Stone, and more, the Dinos and friends learn
important lessons like patience, honesty and perseverance. Baby Bop must
contain her excitement to understand that good things come to those who wait,
Ryan sees that it's better to be honest and play fair; and Daniel discovers that
practice makes perfect! Barney shows that stories, imagination, and friends can
lead to Happily Ever After! This collection of Barney episodes includes the
installments Fairy Tales, The Emperor's Contest, and The Sword In The Sandbox.
Sesame Street: Be A Good Sport Learning how to be a good sport can be hard
for little monsters! When Elmo takes a game of Hot Potato too seriously, he hurts
Abby's feelings. Can Leela help Elmo learn not to be a sore loser and that
winning isn't everything? Then, Abby uses magic to make Elmo an amazing
basketball player. He really has game! But Elmo realizes he wants to learn to play
on his own and feel proud. Featuring two full hour episodes of Sesame Street,
this video is fully of sporty surprises! Special Features: Includes 2 episodes from
Season 43 PLUS 2 bonus segments: Elmo Learns How To Bowl - street story
Winter Worm Olympics - classic segment. Sesame Street / Warner
Lost In Thailand Director Xu Zheng follows the success of Raymond Yip's Lost
On Journey with this rambunctious sequel that became China's
highest-grossing film of all time in 2012, and traces the rivalry between two
ambitious business managers in competition for a revolutionary new
technology. Having recently played a crucial role in developing a new fuel called
Supergas, energy-company executive Xu (Xu Zheng) seeks to patent his creation
before his crafty associate Bo (Huang Bo) beats him to the punch. But in order to
do so, Xu will first need to gain control of the stakes being held by elusive
chairman Zhou, who's currently on vacation in Chiangmai. Meanwhile, Bo, too,
has managed to track down Zhou, and he's determined to reach Chiangmai first.
And he might just succeed, because when overzealous crepe chef Wang (Wang
Baoqiang) becomes Xu's unlikely traveling companion, his obsessive quest
quickly becomes an outrageous comedy of errors. Well Go USA
Teen Titans Go! Mission To Misbehave Season 1 Part 1 Featuring the return of
Robin, Starfire, Raven, Beast Boy and Cyborg in all-new, comedic adventures,
Teen Titans Go! Character-driven comedy is the order of the day as this new take
on the superhero series focuses on the funny business that happens between
saving the world and living together as teenagers without adult supervision. The
series stars the principal voice cast from the original Teen Titans, and is
produced by Warner Bros. Animation. 26 11-minute episodes. Warner
The Venture Bros. Season 5 The wait for Venture Brothers Complete Season 5 is
over! Fans will be thrilled when they watch Hank, Dean, Doctor Venture, and
Brock as they are pushed in fun and unpredictable new directions in all 8
episodes from Season 5 including a double episode, 2 bonus episodes, and
special features. Featured Episodes: 1. What Color is Your Cleansuit? (44 min.
double episode); 2. Venture Libre; 3. SPHINX Rising; 4. Spanakopita!; 5. O.S.I. Love
You; 6. Momma's Boys; 7. Bot Seeks Bot; 8. The Devil's Grip. Bonus Episodes: 1. A
Very Venture Halloween; 2. From the Ladle to the Grave: The Shallow Gravy Story.
Special Features: 1. Episode Commentary; 2. Deleted Scenes. Turner
Super Bowl XLVIII Champions Seattle Seahawks NFL Films takes you down the
sidelines, on the field and into the locker room with exclusive access to all the
vivid sounds and images of every game in the memorable 2013 - 2014 season of
the Championship team - coupled with exciting extra content detailing stores
from the year, media day at Super Bowl XLVIII, and the thrilling Lombardi Trophy
Presentation. Warner
Ice Soldiers A scientific expedition into the Arctic unearths three
genetically-modified Soviet soldiers who have been literally frozen in time since
the Cold War, and who remain determined to carry out a devastating terrorist
attack on New York City unless one brave scientist (Dominic Purcell) can
deactivate them first. Michael Ironside and Adam Beach co-star. Sony
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12 Years A Slave Steve McQueen's 12 Years A Slave stars Chiwetel Ejifor as
Solomon Northup, a free black man in 1840s America. He makes his living as
a fiddle player, and his wife is a teacher. He is shanghaied by a pair of
nefarious white men, and soon finds himself on a ship headed to New
Orleans where he is informed he will be called Platt and is sold into slavery
by an unscrupulous businessman (Paul Giamatti). As he toils away for the
kindhearted but conflicted plantation owner Mr. Ford (Benedict
Cumberbatch), who recognizes that Platt is both educated and an artist, he
butts head with Ford's underlings, especially the casually cruel Tibeats (Paul
Dano). After they have a violent altercation, Ford fears for his slave's life and
sells him to Mr. Epps (Michael Fassbender), an alcoholic sadist who owns a
cotton plantation. Though Epps reads from the bible to his property, as he
frequently refers to his slaves, he is himself not immune to sins of the flesh.
He has taken the young Patsey (Lupita Nyong'o) - his best cotton picker -- as
his lover, and this doesn't sit well at all with his severe wife (Sarah Paulson),
whose particular hatred for blacks and her jealousy fuels her many
degrading actions toward Patsey. Solomon bides his time, attempts to
preserve a modicum of self-respect, and waits for the chance to reclaim his
rightful name as well as his family. Fox
The Adventures of Champion the Wonder Horse The Complete Series A
one-season TV series spinoff of a Gene Autry radio show from the 1940s, The
Adventures Of Champion ran in syndication from 1955 through 1956. The
title character was a prized steed that belonged to Autry - a mustang who
began his life running with a wild herd known as a remuda in the
Southwestern United States of the 1880s. Child actor Barry Curtis starred as
Ricky North , a boy living on a ranch with his Uncle Sandy (Jim Bannon) and
his devoted German Shepherd, Rebel, during the same period. Though
Champion is a wild horse, he and Ricky establish an unusual bond that
enables the child to call the beast awayfrom the remuda with a special
whistle. Episodes dramatize their adventures together. This box set includes
all of the Champion episodes as they originally aired. Film Chest
The Facility At a remote medical facility, a group of seven strangers begin a
clinical trial for the experimental new drug: Pro-9. As the untested drug
begins to course through their veins, unexpected side-effects start to take
hold and several of the volunteers are sent into an uncontrollable
murderous rage. Cinedigm
GBF The first teen to come out of the closet at North Gateway High
struggles to balance his newfound popularity with his longtime friendships
as the three most popular girls in school all attempt to claim him as their
G.B.F. (gay best friend). The moment Tanner (Michael J. Willett) reveals his
true sexuality to his classmates he rockets up the social ladder. Suddenly,
he's decked out in the latest fashions, and living it up with the in-crowd.
Meanwhile, the friends who used to be part of Tanner's inner circle get left
out in the cold. Now Tanner will be faced with the most difficult decision of
his high school career keep riding the popularity train and accept his role as
a human fashion accessory, or go back to the people who have always
accepted him for who he really is. Megan Mullally, Jonathan Silverman,
Rebecca Gayheart, and Natasha Lyonne co-star in a comedy from director
Darren Stein. Vertical
The Agony and the Ecstasy Now, for the first time, the acclaimed epic
starring Oscar Winners Charlton Heston and Rex Harrison is available on
Blu-ray! Much of what appeared in Irving Stone's biographical novel of the
life of Michelangelo was of the author's invention, but few will dispute that
the artist painted the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel, which is the subject of
Carol Reed's film. Starring Charlton Heston as the irascible genius, it traces
his life from the age of 13 to his death at 88 but deals mainly with the five
years during which he painted the chapel. Pope Julius II (Rex Harrison) has
commissioned the work in the hope that it will serve as an immortal symbol
of his enlightened papacy. Yet both his money and remaining years are
finite, and his constant haranguing of the artist to finish his painstaking
work is the source of an ongoing war of words between them. When not
struggling with the pope, Michelangelo battles with his physical limitations
and recalcitrant materials in the quest for perfection. The multifaceted Carol
Reed (Oliver!, The Third Man) has successfully taken on yet another genre in
a film that also features superb art direction and costume design. Fox
The Pride of St. Louis This is the story of baseball great Dizzy Dean, the
Arkansas boy turned St. Louis Cardinal. He emerged from poverty to become
world famous for his pitching and sense of humor. But his pitching career
was brought to an untimely end. Academy Award Nominations: Best Motion
Picture Story. MGM
In Love and War Based on the Anton Myrer novel The Big War, In Love And
War is an entertaining showcase for several of 20th Century-Fox's younger
contract players. Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter and Bradford Dillman plays
three young San Francisco residents who sign up for the Marines at the
outbreak of WW2. The film traces the progress of all three in the Pacific
"theater of operations", emphasizing the characters' individual strengths
and shortcomings. One of the men is a gung-ho patriot, the second is a
perennial goof-off, and the third hopes to prove his worth to his wealthy
father. The women in the three protagonists' lives are played by Sheree
North, Hope Lange, France Nuyen, and Dana Wynter, the latter delivering a
powerhouse performance in an extremely difficult role. Providing comic
counterpart to the more serious goings-on is nightclub comedian Mort Sahl,
making his screen debut in a tailor-made role as an eternal griper. MGM
Follow The Sun A bio-drama of the true story of golf pro Ben Hogan, whose
comeback after a devastating car accident was as inspirational as it was
remarkable. Growing up a poor child in Texas, Hogan learns the game of golf
as a caddy and eventually overcomes stereotypes and barriers to join the
pro tour. Based on a magazine article by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan. MGM

